1997 lincoln town car brake lines
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Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Lincoln
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Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Bleed Brakes Opening the hydraulic portion of the brake
system introduces air into the brake lines. While air is compressible, brake fluid like any other
type of liquid is not. A Short Course on Brakes When you step on the brake pedal, you are
actually pushing against a plunger in the master cylinder, which forces hydraulic oil brake fluid
through a series of tubes and hoses to the braking unit at each wheel. Since hydraulic fluid or
any fluid for that matter cannot be compressed,. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The
contact owns a Lincoln Town Car. The contact stated that when the brake pedal was applied, it
traveled to the floorboard. The contact noticed that there was premature rust and corrosion on
the brake lines causing them to fracture. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 44, Ford Lincoln -Town Car, year model Also brake line between rear wheels fastened to outside of rear axle
housing. This brake line tubing is of inferior metal composition prone to rusting in northern
climates where winter salt is spread on road surfaces. Case in point: when the car was parked
on the parking lot, everything was fine. When car was restarted after a short duration of being
parked, upon pressing the brake pedal, all brake fluid squirted onto pavement. Root cause: the
corroded brake line burst somewhere, approximately, under the driver's seat on the roadside
bottom side of the floor board. This burst of fluid could have occurred anywhere. Since the
incident occurred at a time and a place from where it was possible to drive the car a short
distance to its home parking position using only the emergency brake, where needed, at a
speed of no higher than 10 mph. A private research indicated that this problem is somewhat
'common. Labor time expended is about a full day a full shift. To the writer of this note it is not
known how many serious accidents might have been already caused by this inferior quality
brake line. A short length of the subject brake line covered with a plastic coating -- when
uncovered to expose the metal tubing -- showed that tubing as if brand new, unaffected by the
road salt. This is a very serious problem, and it merits a thorough investigation including a
recall. The writer of this note is not aware of any later models having the same type of problem.
That is up to the investigators to find out. Life threatening complete brake failure complete loss
of brake fluid because of brake line ruptures both systems while applying brakes abruptly to
avoid an accident. Brake line failure was due to use of cheap uncoated steel brake lines that
weakened over the years due to rust. Fortunately, this brake failure occurred at 25mph, just
moments after I applied normal braking from 65mph to proceed through a toll booth. These
inferior uncoated brake lines should have never been allowed to be installed in this vital safety
system brakes in the first place. And now. They should be recalled and replaced with superior
brake lines under a manufacturer recall program to prevent future severe collisions and loss of
life. Brake failure due to corroded and rusted brake lines. Had to replace all lines. Can't
understand why this occurred as I only have 75, miles on my automobile. This could have
caused a serious accident as I was in the mountains of tennessee last year. I have never heard
of this problem, nor has anyone else whom I have spoken to has ever heard of this problem,
and never had this problem with any automobile that I have ever owned. Please advise. Thank
you. When the brake pedal was depressed, white smoke was observed coming from the engine
compartment, accompanied by a smell of brake fluid. The vehicle was taken to a private repair
shop, where the mechanic determined that the stainless steel brake piping was severely rusted
and cracked. This caused brake fluid to leak from between the master cylinder and the abs
system. The brake fluid was leaking on to the engine causing the smoke. The repair shop
replaced part of the piping, but the problem persisted. The vehicle was taken to the dealership
for the service brakes and the brake lines were replaced. Also, the horn is inoperable. The
manufacturer was alerted about both recalls who determined the VIN was not included in the
recalls. While driving 50 mph, the front passenger side of the vehicle jumped when the brake
pedal was depressed. The dealer stated that the control arm and lower ball joint failed. The
brake lines also failed. As of October 23, , the dealer had not repaired the vehicle. The failure
mileage was 90, and current mileage was , I have a Lincoln Town Car the two brake lines that
run to the back brakes rusted out, and I lost my stopping power. This should have never
happen. Your life depends on them. I had new ones put in at my expense. Can you think that
they would put cheap lines in the Lincoln that coast dollars. They did. Consumer complained
about a brake line problem. There is insufficient clearance between the brake line and the

underbody front floor pan assembly. This has caused excessive wear to the brake lne resulting
in loss of brake fluid and and increasing the braking distance. Vehicle is now in repair shop.
While driving on Sunday, went to apply the brakes and the pedal went to the floor - also noticed
the brake light came on. Checked the fluid and found it almost gone. Took the car to the dealer
on Monday and was told the brake lines were rusted and needed replacing. Referenced in rq
While driving the vehicle's brake line failed which resulted in the consumer vehicle rear ending
another vehicle. The dealer was notified. Owner attempted to pull out onto a major road and
brake pedal descended to floor. Owner noticed that all fluid had run out onto the ground. A steel
brake line that ran parallel with gas line had rusted through. Due to external rust. While driving,
consumer went to apply brakes to stop and brake pedal went to the floor, took vehicle to dealer
and was informed brake lines had corroded and needed replacing. Consumer aslo had the front
brakes replaced. During inspection, a repair shop determined that brake line had been rubbing
against chassis, causing brake line to rupture. Consumer was informed of a recall regarding
this, however it is for the limousine model only. Consumer had front brake pads replaced and
front brake rotors machined, 4 months later while driving, brakes failed, dealer states brake
lines totoally rusted out leaving the vehicle with no braking capacity. When brakes were applied
pedal went to floor, resulting in extended stopping distance. Dealer has inspected vehicle.
Brake lines are on national back order. When brakes was applied the vehicle failed to stop. The
owner had the brakes checked out which informed him the brake line had rusted and allowed
brake fluid to leak out. Please describe details. Lower control arm broke, dropping vehicle to the
ground, and consumer lost power steering. Also, while applying the brakes, brakes failed due to
a broken brake line. Consumer stated carburetor is stuck causing engine to race at high rpm,
intake manifold failed causing engine damage. Car Problems. Brake Electric Antilock problems.
Brake Disc Rotor problems. Brake Foundation Components problems. Brake Disc Pads
problems. Abs Brake Fail problems. Brake Fluid problems. Brake Fluid Leak problems. Brake
Disc problems. Brake Light On problems. Based on public records. Inadvertent errors are
possible. This web site is not associated with, endorsed by, or sponsored by and has no official
or unofficial affiliation with the vehicle's manufacturer. Consequence Summary This could lead
to brake fluid loss for the rear brakes and, potentially, increased stopping distances. Corrective
Summary Dealers will inspect the brake lines for wear, install two new tube bundle clips, and
check the brake lines for proper clearances. Notes Note:ford has decided to conduct a safety
improvement service campaign to inspect the brake lines without charge. Bulletin Bulletin date
Replacement Bulletin Item no. When applying the abs brakes the pedal goes 1 inch to the floor,
causing extended stopping distance. This is not a safety recall in accordance with federal
regulation This could lead to brake fluid loss for the rear brakes and, potentially, increased
stopping distances. Dealers will inspect the brake lines for wear, install two new tube bundle
clips, and check the brake lines for proper clearances. Note:ford has decided to conduct a
safety improvement service campaign to inspect the brake lines without charge. Information for
servicing and diagnosing brake vibration, brake inspection, and brake friction material
replacement. Hub-mount brake rotor machining equipment from rotunda is now approved for
warranty and service use. Owner notification program 98bs1 - brake line wear on certain
vehicles. In a letter dated february 25, , ford motor company ford notified odi that it would be
conducting a customer satisfaction program ford no. Odi has received 40 complaints alleging
rear brake line failure in the subject vehicles, including 8 that have been received this year. The
braking system has given problems for approximately the last miles or so. Life threatening
complete brake failure complete loss of brake fluid because of brake line ruptures both systems
while applying brakes abruptly to avoid an accident. Abs brake system failed. While driving
between 10 and 15 mph on wet pavement and making a turn, vehicle made a clunking noise, and
abs system locked up, causing vehicle to pull to the right and go off the road. When brakes
were applied pedal went to floor, resulting in extended stopping distance. Heavy brake
pulsation required 5 complete brake jobs in mi, pulsation develops within mi after each repair.
Abs system failed causing vehicle to spin out and tire blowout, loss of control resulting in
accident no deployment of air bags during collision and seat belts did not restraint properly ,
injuries due to defects. Steering wheel vibration during hard braking. When applying the brakes,
the steering wheel vibrates badly. When consumer is driving at any speed below 45mph there is
a high pitch squealing sound coming from brakes whenever applied. The vehicle was pulling
out of the garage when all of a sudden all the brake fluid spilled, causing the brakes not operate.
Consumer states that when trying to apply the brakes they can hear a loud noise and the brake
pedal will go to the floor causing the vehicle to have extended stopping distance. An extremely
strong mildew odor is coming from the air conditioning unit, causing passengers to become ill.
While driving, consumer went to apply brakes to stop and brake pedal went to the floor, took
vehicle to dealer and was informed brake lines had corroded and needed replacing. Warped

rotors cause vehicle to pulsate and shudder whenever the brakes are applied under load, from
higher speeds and down hills. Vehicle shakes and shimmies. Brake failure due to corroded and
rusted brake lines. I have a lincoln town car the two brake lines that run to the back brakes
rusted out, and i lost my stopping power. Consumer complained about a brake line problem.
While driving on sunday, went to apply the brakes and the pedal went to the floor - also noticed
the brake light came on. While driving the vehicle's brake line failed which resulted in the
consumer vehicle rear ending another vehicle. When brakes was applied the vehicle failed to
stop. Owner attempted to pull out onto a major road and brake pedal descended to floor.
Consumer had front brake pads replaced and front brake rotors machined, 4 months later while
driving, brakes failed, dealer states brake lines totoally rusted out leaving the vehicle with no
braking capacity. During inspection, a repair shop determined that brake line had been rubbing
against chassis, causing brake line to rupture. Lower control arm broke, dropping vehicle to the
ground, and consumer lost power steering. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week.
Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or
office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The hydraulic steel brake lines that carry brake
fluid in your car are bolted to the frame of the vehicle. These metal brake lines must eventually
attach to the individual wheel calipers â€” or wheel cylinders in the case of drum brakes â€” at
all four wheels. Since the wheels constantly move up and down, or left and right in the case of
the front wheels, the brake line that attaches to the individual wheel calipers must be highly
flexible. Enter the brake hose: a flexible, synthetic, reinforced-rubber hose designed to
withstand the 1, PSI plus pressures that occur when you apply the brakes. There is at least one
brake hose at each wheel position, and sometimes two depending on the suspension design. At
the end of each rubber hose are steel connections with seals to maintain a leak-proof
connection. Properly working brakes are always essential. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Brake Hose Replacement Service What is the brake hose and how
does it work? Brake Hoses. When to consider replacing the brake hose: Physical damage. If
there are cuts, cracks, abrasions, bulging, or excessive rust at the hose fitting ends, the hose
should be replaced. Seepage at hose fittings, or leaks anywhere along the hose, requires
replacement. If there is a leak, or the hose is bulging, you may notice that the brake pedal is
lower than usual or spongy. Internal hose failure. Occasionally, the lining on the interior of the
hose can separate, blocking the flow of hydraulic fluid. This is diagnosed using test gauges. A
fluid blockage that prevents the brakes from releasing may manifest itself as dragging brakes or
overheated brakes. End of Lifetime. Although many brake hoses can last 20 plus years if
well-made out of quality materials, after 10 years of service it is best to replace the hoses with
new ones for maximum reliability and safety. How do mechanics replace the brake hose? The
vehicle is jacked up and safely supported with steel jack stands. The wheel and tire assembly
are removed. A pan is put in place to catch brake fluid. Residual pressure in the brake line is
relieved by momentarily opening the brake caliper bleeder screw. Each hose end is detached. At
the caliper, the attachment is often a banjo style bolt with one-time-use copper washers. The
attachment at the vehicle frame is typically a flare connection, so a tube nut must be loosened.
Once both ends are detached, the hose is removed. The new hose is installed using new
copper-sealing washers and the factory OEM torque on the tube nut and the banjo bolt. Finally,
the brake system is bled to remove all air and the vehicle is road tested. A final check for leaks
is performed after the road test. Is it safe to drive with a brake hose problem? When replacing a
brake hose keep in mind: If a brake hose is replaced due to aging, the mechanic will check all of
the other brake hoses as they may be worn or defective as well. Some vehicles have flexible,
braided stainless steel brake hoses, or other specially designed hoses. If your car does not
have ordinary synthetic rubber hoses, a mechanic will let you know what type of new brake
hose you have and what your replacement options are. Number of Lincoln Town Car services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular L
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incoln Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Lincoln mechanics Real
customer reviews from Lincoln owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Mack 22
years of experience. Request Mack. I believe I have found my mechanic for life. Mack is very
knowledgeable and professional. He even provided me with suggestions of what I should do
next to get my baby back to top performance. Richard 21 years of experience. Request Richard.
Very thorough and knowledgeable I would recommend him to anyone. Philip 18 years of
experience. Request Philip. Philip was very friendly and knowledgeable about what my car

needed. Fred 17 years of experience. Request Fred. Fred was prompt and courteous. He has
many years experience which is evident in his work. He fixed the air conditioning in my Lincoln
Town Car and it is working like new again. He was clean and efficient leaving no mess. I will
definitely use Fred again and recommend him to my family and friends. How can we help? Read
FAQ.

